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Abstract. The study of rolling contact fatigue in spur gears requires a good comprehension of all the phenomena
occurring at the material scale. On a numerical point of view, a realistic representation of the material and of the
load repartition function of the local micro-geometries is needed. However the resulting models are often complex
and time-consuming. So, this work aims at developing a model meeting these speciﬁcities. Thus, different
sections of the spur gear material granular geometry are simulated ﬁrst. Secondly, the contact pressure ﬁelds are
computed accurately relatively to the simulated surface microgeometry. Then, the inﬂuence of several
parameters on their rolling contact fatigue life is highlighted. Among friction, sliding coefﬁcient, load variation
and roughness, these individual or combined parameters are taken into account in the model, tested and their
impact stressed out. Finally, a fatigue criteria based on rolling contact fatigue micro-cracks nucleation at grain
boundaries is proposed in order to compare simulations and inﬂuencing parameters to the reference.
Keywords: Numerical study / rolling contact fatigue / spur gear / rough micro-geometry

1 Introduction
Spur gears are major components of aeronautical transmission boxes. The correct functioning of the aircraft
systems is directly dependent of its transmission operational state. However, conception or manufacturing
approximations of these parts may lead to component
failures, micropitting being the most recurrent one. In the
literature, micropitting occurs for rolling-sliding contacts
and is characterized by typical 10 mm length and depth pits
[1–5].
Besides, OILA has pointed out in [6] through twin-discbased experimental investigations, seven factors inﬂuencing this speciﬁc failure. Among them, pressure, roughness,
friction and slide-to-roll ratio are predominant. More
recently, RYCERZ [7] has also identiﬁed slide-to-roll ratio
as a major inﬂuencer in micropitting occurrence and
particularly on the rough micro-contact stress cycles. This
asperity stress history is highlighted as a potential basis for
a micropitting criterion. Thus, the present study actually
focuses on the inﬂuencing factors introduced above ﬁrst,
and on a shear stresses-based micropitting criterion then.

* e-mail: fabrice.ville@insa-lyon.fr

In all the previously quoted studies, micropitting is
more generally described as the combined result of a
lubrication ﬁlm decrease and an overstressed material
surface from a rough surface ﬁnish. Since the lubrication is
ignored in the present paper to limit the inﬂuencing
parameters, an accurate description of both the contact
microgeometry and the material microstructure is needed
so as to correctly simulate the failure phenomena.
Regarding the material, SADEGHI’s working team
focuses on the granular description of some speciﬁc bearing
or gear steels in [8–10]. The austenitic grain boundaries
from typical bearing or gear steels are represented. The
same concern for the microstructure representation is
brought in this study.
Concerning the contact, MORALES has reviewed in
[11] the different methods in literature to take into account
rough surfaces in computations. His own contribution was
based on GREENWOOD and JOHNSON’s work [12] and
consists of a semi-analytical method to process complex
roughness proﬁles. Through a Fourier analysis of these
proﬁles coupled to a transient solution, MORALES
proposed in [13–16] a pressure ﬁeld calculation for complex
rough contacting surfaces. Applied to rolling element
bearings or gears, these computed pressure ﬁelds are timevarying with the contact moving along the speciﬁc
geometries. Such a model is used hereafter so as to
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Fig. 1. Organigram of the model.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the static Hertzian pressure ﬁeld of simulation #0 and the dimensionless Tresca stress ﬁeld associated.

completely simulate rough contacting gears. Thus, rolling
contact fatigue estimations are made possible by criteria or
stress analyses as presented in [17].
So, the ﬁnal aim of this study is to simulate and
understand the individual and combined impact of
several inﬂuencing factors (among pressure, roughness,
friction and slide-roll ratio) on the nucleation of micropitting for contacting spur gears. The literature-based
model is presented in details for a smooth contact in a
ﬁrst approach. The main contribution consisting of the
material microstructure introduction coupled to the
time-evolving pressure ﬁeld computation representing
industrial gear speciﬁcities is notably introduced. Then,
the rough contact is considered in regards with the
inﬂuencing factors so as to ﬁnally simulate a real
contacting spur gear.

2 Model description
2.1 Introduction
A numerical approach is built to give an answer to the real
inﬂuence of different parameters on the life duration of gear
surface. The model is divided into three parts identiﬁed in
Figure 1. First, all the input parameters to be used inside

the analytical analysis are given. The pressure ﬁeld
computation is then performed function of both the
macro-geometry and micro-one of contacting bodies. These
ﬁelds are exploited as boundary conditions of the ﬁnite
element analysis. Finally, stresses and fatigue criterion
analyses are operated through a model initially developed
by NOYEL [18,19]. The details of the model construction
and computations are explained hereafter.
2.2 Basics of the model
A granular geometry is set as presented by NOYEL [19] so
as to represent roughly typical austenitic grain boundaries
observed in basic gear materials. This particular geometry
is presented in Figure 2. Grains are generated numerically
in this model (grain orientation is randomly set) and their
size (25 mm) is chosen to ﬁt with usual industrial gear core
grain length [20]. The equivalent ASTM grain size [21] is
almost GASTM = 7.
The geometry is meshed classically to get the Finite
Element Model (FEM). Grain Boundaries (GB) are also
meshed with cohesive elements to allow the stress
computation along these GB. The plane strain hypothesis
is applied for the FEM. The model is bounded on three
faces by frictionless supports.
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Table 1. Table of simulations.
SIM#

Pmax

Amp

L

m

SRR

Zmax

DT

Ni

0
1
10
100
2
3
4
5
6_A
6_B
6_I
7_A
7_B
7_I
8_A
8_B
8_I
9_A
9_I
9_B
10_A
10_I
10_B
13_A
13_I
13_B

1
1
0.84
3.63
3.63
1
3.63
3.63
[0.84; 0.95]

–
–
–
–
0.17
–
0.17
0.17
–

–
–
–
–
0.316
–
0.316
0.316
–

–
–
–
–
–
0.1
0.1
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–130
–

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.03
0.46
0.03
0.03
0.5

–
1
0.87
3.6
2
1.003
2.13
3.42
0.94

–
1
4.1
2.3  106
1  103
0.97
4.9  104
4  106
1.9

≈1
[0.84; 0.95]

–
–

–
–

–
±[0.083; 0.1]

–
–

0.5
0.46

1
0.94

1
1.9

≈1
3.63

–
0.17

–
0.316

[–0.055; 0.055]
±[0.083; 0.1]

–
–

0.5
≈0.03

1.03
2.0

0.8
1  103

3.63
3.63
3.63
3.63
[3.40; 3.50]
3.63
[3.40; 3.50]
[8.7; 9.9]
[8.01; 8.08]
[6.94; 7.08]

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.34
0.17
0.34
0.29
0.14
0.29

0.316
0.316
0.316
0.316
[0.58; 0.60]
0.316
[0.58; 0.60]
[0.35; 0.42]
≈0.14
≈0.21

[–0.055; 0.055]
– [0.083; 0.1]
[–0.055; 0.055]
[0.083; 0.1]
– [0.083; 0.1]
[–0.055; 0.055]
[0.083; 0.1]
– [0.09; 0.1]
[–0.03; 0.03]
[0.09; 0.1]

–
– [127; 134]
[–3.5; 3.5]
[127; 134]
– [127; 134]
[–3.5; 3.5]
[127; 134]
– [153; 168]
[–5.6; 5.5]
[110; 119]

≈0.027
≈0.03
≈0.027
≈0.03
≈0.05
≈0.027
≈0.05
≈0.024
≈0.011
≈0.014

2.0
3.47
1.9
3.4
3.12
1.9
2.97
7.1
2.66
5.1

1  103
3.5  106
1.5  103
4.4  106
1  105
1.5  103
1.7  105
2.4  109
5.1  105
7.3  108

2.3 Study of a centered and static pressure ﬁeld
When a basic contact between two surfaces is considered
without any roughness, micro-geometry nor tangential
effect, HERTZ’s theory is applied [22]. Thus, equations (1)
and (2) are used for a dry line contact.
p0 ¼

2⋅F N
p⋅l⋅a

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8⋅F N ⋅R
a¼
0 :
p⋅l⋅E

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

The normal pressure ﬁeld is then computed along the
surface as follows in equation (3) and applied above the
meshed geometry in Figure 2.
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P N;tot ðXÞ ¼ 1  ðXÞ2 :

ð3Þ

The Tresca equivalent shear stress for this plane strain
issue is obtained in Figure 2 after a Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) with the numerical data from simulation

#0 as presented in Table 1. The equivalent stress is
dimensionless (by the value of the Hertzian pressure p0).
Besides, the literature classical 0.3 value for the
dimensionless Tresca stress is found for the line contact
simulated in #0 (as shown on Tresca stress ﬁeld colorbar
in Fig. 2).
From these static and centered pressure and stress
ﬁelds, only basic fatigue criteria can be applied. For
example, a comparison with the micro yield shear stress
with a plastic strain of 20mdef from LAMAGNERE [23]
(915 MPa for a 100Cr6 bearing steel) can be commonly
used. Thus, Tresca maximum shear stress is computed and
compared to the yield stress limit in the whole material. A
higher value corresponds physically to a dislocation
creation which is linked to a plastic strain.

3 Study of a smooth contact
Whether a more precise description of the damaging
phenomena occurring inside the material is wanted, a
computation of the load passing over the surface is needed.
So, the previously mentioned model inspired from NOYEL
is used. In a ﬁrst approach a smooth contact is considered.
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Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of the contact pressure and the traction coefﬁcient variations for a smooth contact on ISS, DT and N results.

3.1 Smooth contact passing over a surface
For a smooth Hertzian contact, the pressure ﬁeld at each
step of time is again computed thanks to equation (3). But
comparatively to the previous simulation, the pressure ﬁeld
is applied at different successive positions above the
meshed geometry to simulate the load passage. At this
step, no friction nor sliding is taken into account in the
model.
Then along each grain boundary (GB), the mean
shear stress (or Intergranular Shear Stress ISS) is
computed. A GB is composed of several cohesive elements.
Thus, the ISS is estimated as the average value of
the shear stress for each cohesive elements along this GB.
This way, a complete simulation of the ISS evolution with
time is made possible for every GB of the granular
geometry. All the computations details are depicted in
[19].
An amplitude DT of the ISS variations is then
calculated. This computation is the basis of the fatigue
criterion estimation. This criterion is obtained for each GB,
the most severe one is isolated and its value becomes the
general criterion for the whole simulation. DT is estimated
with the minimum-maximum method i.e. the detection of
the two extrema of the shear stress. So, the GB presenting
the largest value of DT is isolated and its position and
evaluation of ISS are given as results.
DT1 for simulation #1 is given in Figure 3. It
corresponds to a smooth contact without any surface
shear stress nor sliding effect. All the simulations results
will be presented in this work relatively to the reference
simulation #1.
The fatigue criterion is based on experimental results
found in the literature [24] and represented as a S–N curve
in Figure 4. Modeling this S–N curve by a straight line gives
directly a relation between the shear stress amplitude and
the number of cycles to fatigue in (4).
logðDt Þ ¼ A⋅logðni Þ þ logðBÞ:

ð4Þ

Fig. 4. S–N curve in complete reverse torsion [1].

These constants are expressed function of the variables
and the material properties as given in (5) [24].


A¼m
:
B ¼ s r ⋅ð1 þ mÞm

ð5Þ

Then, formulation (6) comes directly from calculations
so as to isolate the number of cycles to fatigue ni. The
dimensionless version is given in (7).
1

ð6Þ

¼ ðDT Þm :

ð7Þ

ni ¼ ½ðm þ 1Þ⋅ðDt i =s r Þm 
ni
Ni ¼
¼
nref



Dti
Dtref

m

All the material parameters (m and s r) are found in
RAJE’s work [1]. With an empiric point of view, this GB
corresponds to the location of the ﬁrst micro-crack in the
material.
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Two other simulations have been conducted to validate
the correct evolution of the fatigue criterion through the
variations of the Hertzian pressure p0. Thus, simulation
#10 has a maximum pressure Pmax equals to 0.84 (lower
than #1). Simulation #100 has a Pmax of 3.63 (higher than
#1). It also appears that those values have been chosen as
the maximum (for 3.63) and minimum (for 0.84) values of
Pmax that will be used in all the other simulations. So, #10
and #100 are deﬁned as the extreme boundaries in DT and N
for the simulations with the same input parameters i.e.
from #0 to #10 (cf. Tab. 1).
Consequently to the Pmax diminution in #10 [respectively augmentation in #100], DT1’ computed in Figure 3 is
smaller than DT1 [and DT100 is larger than DT1]. This results
in an increase for #10 [respectively a decrease for #100] in life
duration to fatigue initiation. The micro-cracks initiate
each time at the Hertzian depth in the material (cf. Tab. 1
and Fig. 7). So concerning the maximum pressure
evolution, the fatigue criterion evolution is consistent with
the expectations.
3.2 Insertion of a friction coefﬁcient
The insertion of a tangential component inﬂuence is
investigated hereafter. Sliding and friction are two main
parameters to take into account when a complete
simulation of the contacting gears is needed.
For a smooth contact and among friction and sliding,
only friction will impact the fatigue results. Sliding will
actually be of no inﬂuence on the displacement of local
microgeometries above the two contacting surfaces since
none is present. Simulation #3 presents the lone inﬂuence
of friction on a smooth contact. The details of those
simulations parameters are shown in Table 1.
The surface shear stress is computed as the product of
the normal one for each step and a traction coefﬁcient m.
A maximum value of 0.1 is chosen for the traction
coefﬁcient. Such a value is high for a lubricated contact
and rather corresponds to a typical boundary regime. It
is also assumed that no micro-slip is present during
sliding and only full slip occurs. A positive or a negative
sign is attributed to the traction coefﬁcient depending on
the sliding direction. This formulation is detailed in
equation (8)
P T ;tot ðXÞ ¼ ± m⋅P N;tot ðXÞ:

ð8Þ

The ISS and number of cycles to micro-crack nucleation
are shown in Figure 3 and compared to the reference one.
The most stressed grain boundary (GB) is located both for
simulations #1 and #3 in the depth of the material (Z = 0.5
in Fig. 7 and Tab. 1).
In terms of results, the comparison of the curves of #1
and #3 gives a really limited inﬂuence of the surface shear
stress on the value of ISS: the global value of DT is almost
not modiﬁed. The slight left shift of the ISS of #3 is linked
to the position of its damaged GB. This one is located on
the left hand side compared to the damaged GB of #1.
Thus, GB from #3 is stressed earlier in time than GB from
#1. Moreover, the slight shift to the bottom is linked
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directly to the insertion of the surface shear stress. This
component introduces a constant shear contribution to the
global stress ﬁeld.
Finally, the number of cycles to fatigue initiation is
almost not modiﬁed. So, no major change can be observed
from the insertion of a surface shear stress with a constant
traction coefﬁcient on a smooth contact.
3.3 Load variation above the surface
The introduction of the theory of spur gears implies a line
contact between the two contacting surfaces. Since gear
macro-geometry is realized from a circle involute, the
equivalent curvature radius will evolve along the gear
action line. The same way, the number of meshing teeth is
evolving function of the gear parameters. Thus, the normal
load is directly inﬂuenced. The traction coefﬁcient, speeds
and several other parameters are impacted by the evolution
of the gear geometrical data.
An example of those different variations for a smooth
contact is illustrated in Figure 5 for data given in Table 2.
It is important to note that all the simulation gear
parameters (except for simulation #13) are chosen to
simulate a symmetrical behavior of resulting parameters
around the pitch point I.
Three different cases are isolated on the previous ﬁgure.
For this speciﬁc study, they correspond to three different
areas that will be analyzed. The previously introduced
parameters will evolve function of the studied area. On a
gear action line, these area have been selected to
correspond to speciﬁc points of the meshing and the
damage phenomena or kinetics might evolve from a zone to
another one. These areas are deﬁnes as:
– The area around A: the approach contact point. This
area analysis will be indexed in simulations as #i_A.
– The area around I: the rolling without sliding pitch point
indexed as #i_I.
– The area around B: the recess contact point indexed
as #i_B.
These three sections are systematically kept to compare
the results between the locations on the gear teeth. The global
aim of these section identiﬁcations is to potentially identify for
a complete gear simulation, a fatigue initiation difference
between the tooth addendum, dedendum or pitch point.
The modiﬁcations of the input parameters depending
on the analyzed area will have a direct inﬂuence on the
contact and the damaging parameters previously mentioned as the sliding rate, the load or the surface shear
stress for example. Thus, the Hertzian pressure computed
particularly from the normal load and the equivalent
curvature radius is evolving along the gear action line.
The inﬂuence of the normal load variation is studied in
simulation #6. The contact is again a smooth contact and
only the normal load evolution is studied here. The ISS
variations are presented in Figure 6. Both results for the
reference #1 simulation and those for the three areas are
shown here. The stress and the number of cycles to fatigue
initiation are also available on the ﬁgure.
Concerning the area around the pitch point, the ISS
evolution and number of cycles are equivalent between
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the maximum Hertzian pressure evolution, the traction coefﬁcient, the speeds and identiﬁcation of the three
studied areas along the action line with their corresponding pressure ﬁeld passage.

Fig. 6. Inﬂuence of the number of teeth meshing and the friction coefﬁcient evolution for a smooth contact on ISS, DT and N results.

Table 2. Symmetrical gear characteristics.
Z1/Z2

a0

M0

T0

v

b

20/20

20°

10 mm

1500 N m

2000 rpm

30 mm

#6_I and #1 as parameters from #1 have been chosen
deliberately equal to those at the pitch of #6.
The input normal load being lower around approach
and recess contact points, the maximum Hertz pressure
are also smaller in these zones than at the pitch point.
Thus the lower ISS variations and the higher number of
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Fig. 7. Illustration of micro-cracks nucleation location for smooth contacts.

cycles to micro-crack nucleation are explained directly.
The same way as presented above, the grain boundary
(GB) stressed around A [respectively around B] is located
more on the left [on the right] but at the same
dimensionless depth than the one at the pitch. So the
slight shifts in ISS are explained.
So, the variation of the normal load leads to an increase
of life duration around A and B because of the lower normal
pressure imposed. An equivalent life duration around I is
obtained compared to the lone Hertzian contact in #1. It is
also shown that the load variation analysis to get an
inﬂuence on the fatigue criteria is relevant but in a limited
scale for this speciﬁc gear geometry. All the micro-cracks
locations are represented in Figure 7.
3.4 Complete smooth contact
In order to simulate a complete geared smooth contact,
simulation #7 is set. The combined inﬂuence a normal load
variation and a non-constant traction coefﬁcient is studied.
This typical-shaped traction coefﬁcient has been computed
from DIAB’s work [25] and is illustrated in Figure 5. It is
included on the chosen sections in the following ranges:
± [0.083; 0.1] (around the addendum and dedendum) and
[–0.05; 0.05] (around pitch point). At the exact position of
the pitch point, the value is null but increases rapidly
around (cf. Fig. 5). It results in quite high traction
coefﬁcients close to point I.
All the ISS and number of cycles to fatigue results are
presented for #7 in Figure 6. Figure 7 is illustrating the
micro-cracks nucleation locations in the material relatively
to the reference one.
Around the approach and recess point, the respective
ISS are shifted to the top [and the bottom] of the graph.
This is the direct result of the signed traction coefﬁcient
introduction. However, the global DT and Ni values are
unchanged between simulations #6 and #7 around A and
B. So, the traction coefﬁcient and the normal load
evolution combined aren’t inﬂuencing the fatigue life of

this simulated smooth contact. Compared to #1 results,
only the load evolution is inﬂuencing the global stresses
inside the material and its resulting fatigue life. In terms of
initiation location, micro-cracks nucleate closer to the
surface (cf. Fig. 7) because of the smallest values of normal
load developed in the corresponding simulations.
Around the pitch point, the very low difference between
results of simulations #1, #6 and #7 conﬁrms the
conclusions depicted above.
3.5 Preliminary conclusions
From all the previous simulations run for a smooth contact,
both the inﬂuence of a surface shear stress and the variation
of the normal load are tested. The amplitude of the load
imposed is clearly shown to directly inﬂuence the stresses in
the material and the number of cycles to fatigue initiation.
The conclusion is not the same for the friction coefﬁcient. It
is indeed demonstrated above that fatigue results are just
slightly or even not modiﬁed by the introduction of a
surface shear stress. Figure 8 sums up all the simulations
run for a smooth contact and the subsequent results
(number of cycles to fatigue and ISS) obtained. So, the
simulation group around reference #1 conﬁrms the
previously depicted conclusions.

4 Study of a rough contact
When a more realistic representation of classical surfaces in
contact is wanted, the introduction of a rough component is
needed. Surfaces microgeometry is indeed highlighted in
literature [7,26,27] as a major parameter to take into
account so as to correctly forecast micropitting. So, a
sinusoidal roughness geometry (one frequency 1/l) is set
[28]. The approximation made on the roughness proﬁle is
serving in this ﬁrst approach the proper analysis of the
results. Thus, equation (9) describes this geometry with
Amp and L respectively the signal dimensionless amplitude
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Fig. 8. Results for several parameters inﬂuence on DT and N values with smooth contacts.

Fig. 9. Passage of rough contact of simulation #2 over the ﬁnite element model with illustration of the Tresca dimensionless stress
ﬁeld associated.

and wavelength.


2⋅p⋅X
RðXÞ ¼ Amp⋅sin
:
L

ð9Þ

Two different cases are then identiﬁed.
1. x < 1: Continuous pressure ﬁeld
The pressure ﬁeld is continuous and the rough
component of pressure can be computed directly from
equation (11).

Inspired from Johnson [29], the computation of the
resulting pressure ﬁeld is developed in [28] thanks to
Johnson’s parameter.

DP ¼ x:

p2 ⋅Amp
:
x¼
2⋅L

2. x > 1: Discontinuous pressure ﬁeld (cf. Fig. 9)
The pressure ﬁeld is discontinuous and the rough
component of pressure is also computed directly from

ð10Þ

ð11Þ
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Fig. 10. Inﬂuence of the traction coefﬁcient for a rough contact on ISS, DT and N results.

4.2 Friction in a rough contact

equation (12).
pﬃﬃﬃ
DP ¼ 2⋅ x  1:

ð12Þ

The global pressure ﬁeld is ﬁnally obtained as the direct
superposition of the Hertzian pressure ﬁeld for each time
step and the rough component computed.
4.1 Basic rough contact
As for a smooth contact, the global load passage over the
surface is divided into several steps of time. For each step
on a rough contact, the rough component is considered as
ﬁxed (for pure rolling conditions) and only the Hertzian
component is moving (with respect to the reference
coordinate system). The resulting global pressure ﬁeld is
then computed for each step individually.
Simulation #2 has been set to represent a basic rough
contact without sliding nor tangential effect. The corresponding pressure ﬁeld passage is represented in Figure 9.
On the ﬁgure, the roughness is indeed ﬁxed relatively to the
granular geometry and added to the Hertzian pressure to
represent the global normal pressure.
In terms of stresses, the equivalent Tresca stress is also
shown in Figure 9. Compared to stresses in #0 and #1, the
introduction of roughness to the geometry makes maximum stresses to move closer to the surface. The values of Z
presented for both simulations in Table 1 and in Figure 16
go along with this analysis. The ISS variations and the
number of cycles to fatigue nucleation is notably modiﬁed
with this simulation as shown in Figure 10.
Thus, the introduction of roughness produces more
damage and at a lower number of cycles than the lone
Hertzian contact and in the close subsurface of the
material. The ISS shape is explained with the position of
the area of maximum stress in the material. The stress
elevation corresponds to the moment when the global
pressure passes just over the GB. The value stays quite
constant since the roughness is not moving (no sliding
occurs here) until the rough overpressure goes further than
the GB.

The same way as presented for a smooth contact,
friction and sliding are two main and linked parameters
to take into account in order to fully simulate a
contacting gear. A constant traction coefﬁcient is
introduced ﬁrst in simulation #4. Then, simulation #8
shows the inﬂuence of a variable traction coefﬁcient on
the different gear sections. The inﬂuence of sliding will be
studied after.
Once again, the way the tangential component is
computed is similar for a rough contact to the smooth one.
Equation (8) shows the formulation used. The ISS curves
obtained for #4 and their number of cycles to fatigue
initiation are presented in Figure 10.
A small modiﬁcation of DT is observed between #2
and #4. Because the damaged GB is almost the same in
both simulations (position and orientation), the introduction of a surface shear stress with a constant traction
coefﬁcient creates a slight increase of shear stress for a
rough contact. The number of cycles to fatigue initiation is
directly inﬂuenced and the same diminution of life
duration is obtained from #2 to #4. However the
modiﬁcations are too small to conclude that a surface
shear stress has an important inﬂuence on the initiation
and the life duration.
When a contacting gear is considered through simulation #8, it has already been shown that the contact
parameters evolve function on the position on the gear
action line. Thus, the three previously introduced gear
sections (addendum, pitch point and dedendum) are used
to describe the different fatigue behaviors function of the
inﬂuencing parameters.
Results appear to be similar on the three gear sections
(Fig. 10). First, the traction coefﬁcient values are equal
between the sections around the approach (point A) and
recess points (point B) with opposite signs. This explains
the similar results observed. The traction coefﬁcient
around the pitch point is small. This explains that the
results in terms of ISS and number of cycles to fatigue is
similar to the one obtained in #2 (without any traction
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coefﬁcient). Moreover, the decreasing value of the traction
coefﬁcient from 0.1 around A and B tends to explain the
difference with results of simulation #4.
Finally, concerning the initiation location, the microcracks nucleate at the near surface of the material as shown
in Figure 16. The stresses increase due to roughness
explains this result and the unmodiﬁed initiation depth. So,
from these simulations, nearly no inﬂuence is observed of
the traction coefﬁcient evolution on the initiation of fatigue
micro-cracks for a rough contact.
4.3 Inﬂuence of sliding in a rough contact
Sliding is then introduced in simulation #5 (without any
tangential effect here). Between two time steps, sliding is
set in the pressure ﬁelds as a shift in the position of the
sinusoidal roughness (Ds deﬁned in Fig. 11). The Hertzian
component is still moving the same way as presented
before.

The ISS computed by the numerical model presents a
very different shape as the one observed for the previous
simulations in Figure 12. Some stresses oscillations are
observed. They result from the passage of the successive
roughness peaks over the initiated GB. This change in the
ISS shape will inﬂuence directly the fatigue criterion and
should be taken into account for its estimation as RYCERZ
suggested in [8]. Thus, the way DT is calculated is modiﬁed
in order to take into account all the damaging phenomena
in the material.
So, a rainﬂow algorithm is set to ﬁt these new ISS
shapes. This algorithm is described in [30]. The principle
allows the detection of half and full cycles in a random
signal. All the local extrema in cycle-shaped signal are
isolated this way.
The number of oscillations detected corresponds to the
number of rough peaks seen by the damaged GB and can be
computed analytically. To do so, the time Dt for a point at
the surface of the material to see the whole contacting
passing at the sliding speed Vslide is considered as described
in equation (13). The corresponding distance is the contact
width
2⋅a
2⋅a
¼
:
ð13Þ
Dt ¼
V slide u1  u2
Both contacting bodies are respectively moving during
Dt by a distance Ds1 and Ds2 described in equation (14) at
their respective speed u1 and u2.

Ds1 ¼ Dt⋅u1
:
ð14Þ
Ds2 ¼ Dt⋅u2
The relative dimensionless sliding shift DS is then
computed in (15) and the number of oscillations seen by the
considered point is deduced from (16).
DS ¼

Fig. 11. Details about the introduction of sliding inside the
computed pressure ﬁelds.

Ds1  Ds2
a

ð15Þ

DS
:
L

ð16Þ

N oscillations ¼

Fig. 12. Inﬂuence of the sliding rate for a rough contact on ISS, DT and N results.
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The speeds values directly depend on the slide-to-roll
ratio. It is ﬁxed in the ﬁrst approach of simulation #5.
So, all the linked parameters are constant and their
variations will be studied later. The analytical data from
equation (17) (with numerical data presented in Tab. 1)
conﬁrm the number of rough peaks in simulation #5 found
in the numerical simulation of six oscillations.

DS ¼ 2
ð17Þ
⇒ N oscillations ≈ 6:3:
L ¼ 0:316
Two DT results are presented for simulation #5 in
Figure 12. They correspond to the stress variation obtained
from the two different extrema detection methods. DT5,th is
given by the maximum-minimum detection method
described previously. This value is compared to DT5,re
the equivalent stress variation obtained for the oscillating
ISS. DT5,re is computed from the following method:
– The total number of oscillations for each GB is estimated
with the rainﬂow algorithm (each extrema is identiﬁed in
Fig. 12 by a full circle)
– For each oscillation in each GB, a local DTi,j (i being the
index of simulation and j the oscillation one) is estimated
with the minimum-maximum method
– The global number of cycles Ni,re is then calculated with
equation (18)
– Finally, the equivalent DTi,re is obtained from Ni,re and
equation (7).
ðDtref =s r Þm
N i;re ¼ X
m :
Dti;j =s r

ð18Þ

j

These results show that initiation is importantly
modiﬁed with the rainﬂow method. The ISS obtained
when all the oscillations are taken into account is higher
but the difference is more important when the number of
cycles to fatigue is considered. The life duration is indeed
signiﬁcantly reduced (around ten times).
The sliding effect on the rough contact pressure is
introduced through the shift explained before. On simulation #5, a constant slide-to-roll ratio is imposed. However,
a contacting gear simulation requires the evolution of this
parameter and of the resulting calculated shifts. Depending
on the respective speed of each body and the sliding ratio,
this shift can be positive or negative from a gear section to
another. Thanks to the geometric relations in gears (cf.
Fig. 13) [31], the shift can be calculated for each teeth in
contact as:
8
>
>
>
<

8
2⋅T 1 M þ MM 0
>
>
Ds1 ¼ MM 0 ⋅
>
0 0
<
Ds1 ¼ M N  MN
2⋅Rb1
⇒
:
0
0
0
>
>
Ds2 ¼ M L  ML
>
>
0 2⋅T 2 M  MM
>
>
:
: Ds2 ¼ MM ⋅
2⋅Rb2
ð19Þ
With MM 0 the distance on the gear action line between
two successive time steps, T1M and T2M the distances
between the points of tangency (with base circles)

Fig. 13. Illustration of the geometries of meshing gears.

respectively on gear 1 and gear 2 and the point at the
considered step M. Rb1 and Rb2 are the base circle radii of
each gear. Ds1 and Ds2 are the shifts computed for a ﬁxed
value of MM 0 for each gear. Those values are inserted inside
the pressure computations to get the ﬁnal sliding ﬁelds as
described in Figure 11.
So, simulation #9 is set to study the inﬂuence of the
combined variations of the traction coefﬁcient and the
slide-to-roll ratio on the material fatigue life. Figure 12
presents the results in terms of ISS and number of cycles to
fatigue.
Concerning the results around the pitch point, DT9_I is
slightly lower than DT2, the simulation for a unique rough
contact. The ISS variation is directly linked to the presence
of sliding even at a small rate. The sign change in the sliding
rate at the pitch point is indeed directly responsible for this
stress variation decrease. So, the number of cycles to
fatigue is inﬂuenced and a bit smaller than for a lone rough
contact.
Around the approach and recess points A and B, DT9_A
and DT9_B are almost similar to DT5. Thus, the results in
terms of fatigue life initiation are very close for those three
simulations. Given that, friction has the same limited
impact as in a smooth contact and sliding rate is clearly
designated as the most inﬂuencing one parameter on the
fatigue life. Concerning the micro-cracks location, Figure 16
shows that they also initiate at the near surface of the
material.
4.4 Complete symmetrical rough contact
Lastly with the symmetrical gear data, simulation #10 is
set with all the inﬂuencing parameters (roughness, sliding
rate, traction coefﬁcient and normal load evolution).
The results for stresses evolutions and life duration are
given in Figure 14. Around the pitch point I, the results are
similar to those obtained just before without any load
variation. Since this variation is very limited around this
point, no difference in the stresses is observed and the
fatigue life is strictly the same. The micro-crack location
remains unchanged.
Around points A and B, a difference is observed with
the introduction of the normal load evolution. Less
oscillations are indeed observed than on the lone rough
sliding simulation #5. This phenomenon is explained by
the number of teeth meshing. While only one tooth meshes
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Fig. 14. Inﬂuence of the sliding rate and the traction coefﬁcient evolutions for a rough contact on ISS, DT and N results.

in the pitch point section, two teeth mesh around the
approach and the recess points. So, the normal load
decreases and the contact semi-width is reduced function of
the load and the equivalent curvature radius.
The global number of steps seen by the damaged GB is
directly reduced and the number of oscillations inﬂuenced.
With numerical data of equation (20) and theoretical
equations (13)–(16), 3.4 oscillations are found for simulations #10_A and #10_B (mean values are taken for
variating parameters resulting from the gear geometry).
meanðLÞ ¼ 0:59
jmeanðDSÞj ¼ 2


⇒ N oscillations ≈ 3:4:

ð20Þ

So the ISS for those two simulations includes between
three and four oscillations as shown in Figure 14. The
exact value depends on the GB location in the material
relatively to the rough overstressed peaks position inside
the contact.
The difference observed between N10_A and N10_B
comes from additional oscillation noticed on the ISS
around the recess point B. Thus, the GB is more stressed
at point B than at point A and the number of cycles
inﬂuenced. This phenomenon is the result of the opposite
direction of the combined sliding and friction coefﬁcient
around A and B. So, fatigue will potentially initiates
earlier around B (which corresponds to the tooth
dedendum) than at other sections. However the difference
between the two sections results is small and is not
representative of the slide-roll direction inﬂuence. This
point is discussed in the conclusions.
4.5 Complete asymmetrical rough gear geometry
Finally, an asymmetrical gear is set in simulation #13. The
associated parameters are presented in Table 1 and are
inspired from a FZG-C gear [32]. The numerical results
are to be compared to the experimental ones. So, all the

sections of the driving gear are simulated in order to
investigate and potentially highlight a fatigue life difference. The associated ISS and number of cycles to fatigue
are presented in Figure 15. The numbers of ISS oscillations
are computed again for the two extreme sections in
equations (21) and (22). Because of the local variations of
the speeds resulting from the gear geometry mean results
are presented in equations.
meanðLÞ ¼ 0:382
 for # 13_A : ਡ
jmeanðDSÞj ¼ 2
meanðLÞ ¼ 0:21
 for # 13_B : ਡ
jmeanðDSÞj ¼ 2


⇒ N oscillations ≈ 5:2 ð21Þ


⇒ N oscillations ≈ 9:5: ð22Þ

Around the pitch point, ISS shapes are similar to those
obtained for a symmetrical gear. The limited sliding rate in
this section only creates an increasing-decreasing behavior.
The ﬁrst respective micro-cracks initiate at the near surface
and latter (in terms of number of cycles to fatigue) than at
the approach and recess points.
At point A, the ISS presents a bit more than ﬁve
oscillations when nine ones are observed around point B.
This actually corresponds to the analytical results. This
difference is linked to the velocity variation between the
sections resulting from the gear geometry. Thus, the
considered driving gear is at the dedendum around point A
and at the addendum around point B. The velocity along
the tooth proﬁle being higher at the addendum, the shifting
distance resulting from sliding is higher around the recess
point B than around the approach point A for the same
duration. So, according to equation (16), more oscillations
are expected in simulation #13_B.
Moreover, the global ISS oscillations have a greater
amplitude for #13_A than for #13_B. So, in spite of a
greater number of oscillations around point B, the
equivalent stresses variation DT13_A is higher than
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Fig. 15. Study of a complete asymmetrical gear: inﬂuence of the number of teeth evolution, the sliding rate and the traction coefﬁcient
for a rough contact on ISS, DT and N results.

Fig. 16. Illustration of micro-cracks nucleation location for rough contacts.

DT13_B. The resulting fatigue lives to initiation give an
earlier micro-crack nucleation at the gear tooth dedendum.
Figure 16 also shows that the micro-cracks location is still
close to the surface because the roughness introduced.
This numerical conclusion is comparable to the
experimental ones described in [32]. The authors have
indeed investigated the micro-pitting initiation on FZG-C
type gears and the failure appears to initiate preferentially
at the tooth dedendum. So, the earlier initiation simulated
above around the driving gear dedendum is the ﬁrst step
of the damage empirically observed after micro-crack
propagation

5 Conclusions
So, a ﬁnite element model oriented for fatigue analyses is
presented in this study. It is based on the coupled
simulation of a standard granular steel microstructure
and on a time-evolving contact pressure ﬁeld representing
the surface microgeometries. The individual and combined
inﬂuences of several factors (among the surface roughness,
the load variation, the traction coefﬁcient and the sliding
rate) are also considered. Materials fatigue life is deduced
from intergranular shear stress calculation at grain
boundaries.
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Fig. 17. Results for several parameters inﬂuence on DT and N values with rough contacts.

All the rough simulations presented and their results
(ISS and number of cycles to fatigue) are summarized in
Figure 17.
The most preponderant conclusions resulting from this
study are:
– All the results around the pitch point section demonstrate similar stress and fatigue behaviors as those
obtained for the simplest references. So, a classical
calculation with a ﬁxed Hertzian pressure ﬁeld is
appropriate for a smooth contact so as to study the
fatigue analysis in this section in any case of inﬂuencing
parameters (except roughness). The conclusion is the
same for the rough contact with only a ﬁxed rough
pressure ﬁeld.
– The traction coefﬁcient even at a high rate is of no major
inﬂuence in the nucleation of fatigue micro-cracks neither
in smooth nor rough contacts.
– The most inﬂuencing factor on materials fatigue life is
contact pressure. The load variations simulated in the
study have shown to directly modify the calculated
pressure ﬁelds, the linked stresses and fatigue criterion. A
control in the gear geometry design is needed to take into
account this effect at a macro scale. The overpressures
resulting from the micro-geometrical parameters have to
be regulated with surface ﬁnish improvement. OILA has
given the same conclusions through empirical investigations [7].
– A representative gear damage simulation is made
possible with this model. Different sections of the
meshing gears are represented through their evolving
parameters. The study results clearly demonstrate a
fatigue life difference (more than a magnitude order)
between the micro-crack nucleation at the tooth
dedendum and addendum resulting from gear geometrical speciﬁcities in both sections. These results are
correlated to MARTINS’s ones [32].

– The slide-to-roll ratio is also a major inﬂuencing factor
in fatigue micro-cracks nucleation. When associated to a
rough contact, the relative movement between the two
contacting surfaces creates stresses oscillations. These
additional local stress cycles worsen the material
damage and signiﬁcantly reduce its fatigue life. This
study shows for example a decrease in the number of
cycles to micro-cracks nucleation of two magnitude
orders for a simple rough contact with and without a
slide-to-roll ratio. It conﬁrms RYCERZ’s conclusions
in [8].
The difference highlighted by RYCERZ in [8] which
consists of a shorter fatigue life for contacts subjected to
negative slide-to-roll ratios rather than positive ones is also
observed here on a small scale. However, this phenomenon
is actually described in the literature [33,34] as part of the
micro-crack propagation instead of their initiation. So the
results obtained here cannot be an explanation to the
previous conclusion. This point is a potential prospect of
this study.

Nomenclature
a
amp
Amp
b
d
Ei
E0
FN
Lmodel
M0

Contact semi-width [m]
Amplitude of roughness [m]
Dimensionless amplitude of roughness
Gear width [m]
Maximum deformation [m]
Young modulus of body i [Pa]
Equivalent young modulus [Pa]
Normal load [N]
Length of the load passage over the Finite
Element model (FEM) [m]
Gear normal module [m]
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m, s r
ni
nref
Ni
Noscillations
p0
pmax
Pmax
PN,tot
PT,tot
Dp
DP
Rxi
Ryi
Rx
Ry
R
T0
Zi
Dsi
DS
Dt
Dt i
Dt ref
DTi
ui
Vslide
x
X
zmax
Zmax
a0
x
l
L
v
ni

Material parameters form S–N curve [Ø] and
[Pa]
Number of cycles to fatigue: ﬁrst micro-crack
nucleation
Number of cycles to fatigue for the reference
simulation
Number of cycles for simulation #i reported to
the reference
Number of local oscillations in Intergranular
Shear Stress graphs
Hertzian pressure [Pa]
Maximum pressure [Pa]
Dimensionless maximum pressure
Dimensionless total normal pressure
Dimensionless total surface shear stress
Rough peak of pressure [Pa]
Dimensionless rough peak of pressure
Curvature radius of body i in the rolling
direction x [m]
Curvature radius of body i in the gear width
direction y [m]
Equivalent curvature radius in x direction [m]
Equivalent curvature radius in y direction [m]
Equivalent curvature radius [m]
Input torque [N m]
Number of teeth of pinion i
Microscopic displacement resulting from sliding of body i
Global microscopic displacement resulting
from sliding
Time for the contact to pass over a ﬁxed point
of the material [s]
Intergranular Shear Stress (ISS) variation of
simulation #i [Pa]
Reference ISS variation [Pa]
Dimensionless ISS variation of simulation #i
Velocity of body i [m/s]
Gear sliding velocity [m/s]
Position of the contact in (O,x,y) [m]
Dimensionless position in (O,x,y)
Depth of the maximum txy [m]
Dimensionless depth of t xy maximum
Gear pressure angle [°]
Johnson’s parameter
Sinusoidal roughness wavelength [m]
Dimensionless roughness wavelength
Gear input rotation velocity [rpm]
Poisson’s coefﬁcient of body i
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